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Abstract

The hydraulic headbox used in paper manufacturingmachines has a two-dimensional

contraction. It is believed that some of the mechanical properties of the produced

paper depend on the ow inside this contraction. Problems as non-homogeneity

and streaky structures of paper sheets are related to this ow. In order to deter-

mine the performance of di�erent turbulence models in two-dimensional contrac-

tions, the turbulence characteristics along the contraction centreline were mea-

sured and compared to computational results using di�erent turbulence models

and to results from analytical methods in the literature. This study showed

that the Reynolds stress model qualitatively predicts the ow well. However,

the results were dependent on the upstream boundary condition for the rate of

dissipation. Besides, it was observed that the performance of the K � � model is

very poor for this kind of ow.

In some applications of hydraulic headboxes turbulence producing vanes are

mounted in the contraction zone. Also, in a special kind of paper manufactur-

ing, by mounting separation vanes in the contraction zone, it is possible to put

di�erent components into separate layers of the paper sheet and thereby improve

the sheet quality. However, the commercial introduction of forming of multi-layer

printing and writing papers is held back due to large layer mixing in the jet of the

headbox. This mixing is believed, to a large extent, to be the result of turbulent

uctuations in the wake behind the separation vanes.

The turbulence level and characteristics of these wakes depend, among other

things, on the boundary layer that separates from the vanes. The development of

this boundary layer was studied experimentally using the hot wire anemometer

technique and it was found that because of the favourable pressure gradient

the turbulent boundary layer relaminarises and becomes self-similar, before it

reaches the end of the vane. Moreover, the turbulent wake behind the vane was

investigated. It was observed that the wake can become self-similar although a

universal velocity and length scale was not found. In addition, the mixing in

the wake behind the vane was studied experimentally by heating the ow above

the vane and measuring the temperature pro�les downstream. It is a de�nite

possibility that for any headbox con�guration, there is an optimum vane length

which leads to the lowest mixing.

The layer mixing in the strati�ed liquid jet of a headbox was modelled by

a simple model using a commercial Navier-Stokes solver. A passive scalar was

put in one of the uid layers and its transport to the other layers was investi-

gated. It was observed that the relative di�erence of the vane length and the

contraction length was one of the most important factors. It was also shown that

a vane shorter than the contraction gives unexpectedly low mixing. A quasi-

one-dimensional model was developed to determine the shape of the separation

vanes subjected to the uid ow in a strati�ed headbox. It was observed that the

results were dependent on vane bending sti�ness, the relative velocity di�erence
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at the contraction inlets, contraction geometry and the relative length di�erence

of the vane and the contraction. This model was tested by comparing its results

to the results of a Navier-Stokes solver using the commercial code CFX, and it

was observed that they agree well.
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Preface

This thesis studies the ow inside a two-dimensional contraction, in which the

ow is contracted only in the vertical direction. This investigation consists of

boundary layer, wake, and mixing inside the wake and is applicable to ow in-

side the hydrodynamic headbox of paper manufacturing machines.

Paper I. Parsheh M. & Dahlkild A. A. 1997 Numerical modelling of mixing in

strati�ed headbox jet. Presented at TAPPI engineering & Papermakers Confer-

ence Nashville, 1997 and a modi�ed version to be submitted.

Paper II. Parsheh M. & Dahlkild A. A. 1999 Modelling the ow around elastic

guiding vanes in the converging zone of a headbox. Presented at TAPPI Engi-

neering/Process and Product Quality Conference Trade Fair at Anaheim 1999,

and a modi�ed version is submitted to the Journal of Pulp and Paper Science.

Paper III. Parsheh M., Dahlkild A. A. & Alfredsson P. H. 1999 Relaminarisation

of a turbulent boundary layer in a two-dimensional contraction. To be submitted.

Paper IV. Parsheh M., Talamelli A. & Dahlkild A. A. 2000 Turbulence charac-

teristics of ow through two-dimensional contractions. To be submitted.

Paper V. Parsheh M. 2000 Development and mixing of a at plate wake in a

two-dimensional contraction. To be submitted.
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CHAPTER 1

Introduction

1. Paper manufacturing

Paper is made by drainage of a �bre suspension to a wet web which is ultimately

dried to a structure. To make paper was invented in China more than 2000

years ago. About 1000 years later, the method of producing paper manually

was learned by Europeans. The method of producing paper by hand was not

changed until the French revolution. At this time, the increase of paper demands

together with the frequently strikes by paperworkers led to a shortage of paper

products. Nicholas Louis Robert, a French engineer, invented the �rst paper

machine which produced paper continuously. Since then, the paper machines

have been successively developed and today modern paper machines can produce

papers at a speed up to 2000 m/min. In a modern paper machine, �bre suspension

ow out of a hydraulic headbox, in the form of a thin and wide liquid jet, is

injected on one or between two permeable weaves, which are called wires ( or

`fabrics'). It is believed that the ow conditions inside the headbox and liquid jet

have a signi�cant e�ect on the �nal paper quality, (see Aidun (1994) and Norman

(1996)). A hydraulic headbox consists of a ow-spreader and a contraction of the

ow in one direction and hereafter this contraction is called a `two-dimensional'

contraction. The main duty of a headbox is to distribute the �bre suspension

uniformly across the wires. It means that, for instance, a ow from a pipe with

diameter 800 mmwill be changed to a 10 mm thick and 10,000 mmwide liquid jet

with a very uniform velocity. The e�ect of the hydraulic headbox and liquid jet is

not well understood. In �nal paper sheets, streamwise streaks can be found which

could originate in the boundary layer of the two-dimensional contraction or in

the liquid jet. The turbulence inside the headbox can e�ect the �bre orientation

and �bre ocs and �nally the quality of the produced sheet. The development of

the turbulence characteristics inside two-dimensional contractions has not been

studied in detail before. In some headboxes turbulence generating vanes are used

to produce turbulence. The turbulence produced in the wake behind these vanes

will help to break down the �bre ocs.

2. The strati�ed headbox

Using a special paper manufacturing technique, which is called `strati�ed form-

ing', the sheet quality can be improved by placing di�erent components into

di�erent layers. To do this, one alternative is to form multi-layer papers from a

1



2 1. INTRODUCTION

single headbox, called `strati�ed headbox'. In a strati�ed headbox, vanes inside

a two-dimensional contraction separate di�erent uid layers. Figure 1.1 is the

schematic of the strati�ed headbox used in EuroFEX pilot machine at STFI,

Stockholm, Sweden. These elastic vanes are pinned at one end and are free to

move at the other end. When the uid ows into the converging part each vane is

forced to a position which depends on its bending sti�ness, and the distribution

of surface forces from the uid on both sides of the vane. The speci�c shape

of the vanes is thus coupled to the ow �eld and headbox geometry. A strati-

�ed headbox forms a two-dimensional, free surface jet that consists of di�erent

layers which may have di�erent velocities. The forming of multi-layer printing

and writing papers from strati�ed headboxes, is held back due to the signi�cant

mixing of the di�erent layers in the liquid jet.

In order to reduce mixing of uid layers, Andersson (1982) used an air wedge

downstream of the separation vane separating the uid layers. Lloyd & Norman

(1997) in an experimental study investigated the e�ect of vane length, vane trail-

ing edge shape and the contraction opening shape on the mixing. They dyed

the �bres in the centre layer blue. The "surface ply variation" was determined

for various vane lengths, slice lips geometries and vane tip shapes by optically

analysing the distribution of blue colour on the �nal paper surface. They found

that longer vanes than the contraction produced small scale turbulence which

caused mixing of the layers at �bre levels rather than at oc level. A sharp

contraction immediately downstream of the vane tips reduced turbulent mixing,

while parallel slice lips at the same position increased mixing. A narrower slice

opening reduced layer mixing. Step expansions on both sides of the vanes a short

distance upstream of the vane tips caused more layer mixing due to turbulence

introduced by the steps.

The mixing of uid layers in the liquid jet of a strati�ed headbox is believed

to be, to a large extent, due to the turbulent uctuations in the wake behind the

vanes. However, the turbulence characteristics and level at these wakes depend,

among other things, on the boundary layer development along the vanes. This

boundary layer is subjected to a variable favourable pressure gradient and in

some conditions can relaminarise.

3. The objectives of this thesis

The main aim of this thesis is to study the aspects of turbulent ow inside a

two-dimensional contraction. The e�ect of this contraction on development of

turbulent boundary layer, free stream turbulence, at plate wake and mixing in-

side the wake is studied experimentally. Since the main goal is to determine the

inuence of the geometry, the experiments are carried out using air as the media.

The experiments are performed in a small open wind tunnel and for the velocity

�eld the hot wire anemometer technique is used. Comparisons have been done

with previous experiments available in the literature and with well-known ana-

lytical theories and in some cases with performed numerical computations. Since
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Figure 1.1. The schematic of the headbox used in EuroFEX

pilot machine, STFI, Stockholm, Sweden.

the performance of turbulent models for this kind of ow has not been clari�ed

earlier, the result of these turbulence models are compared to the measured data.

This thesis consists of �ve papers. Basic equations and short reviews of the

theoretical background of the relaminarisation of a turbulent boundary layer,

plane wakes subjected to a pressure gradient and the passive scalar transport are

presented in chapter 2. Short summaries of the computational and the experi-

mental results are presented in chapters 3 and 4, respectively. Despite the fact

that the main body of this work has an experimental character, the experimental

techniques are not discussed in this thesis.



CHAPTER 2

Basic equations

1. Equations governing the turbulent uid ow

The governing equations for an incompressible turbulent ow of a viscous uid

are the Navier-Stokes equations and the continuity equation given by

@U
0

i

@t
+ U

0

l

@U
0

i

@xl
= �1

�

@P
0

@xi
+ �

@2U
0

i

@xl@xl
; (2.1)

@U
0

i

@xi
= 0; (2.2)

where U
0

i an P
0

denote the instantaneous velocity and pressure and � and � are

the uid density and kinematic viscosity, respectively. Reynolds decomposed the

velocity and pressure into mean and uctuating parts, i.e. U
0

i = Ui + ui and

P
0

= P + p and inserted them into the Navier-Stokes equations and took the

ensemble average. He obtained:

@Ui

@t
+ Ul

@Ui

@xl
= �1

�

@P

@xi
+

@

@xl

�
�
@Ui

@xl
� uiul

�
; (2.3)

@Ui

@xi
= 0: (2.4)

The correlation -�uiul is called the Reynolds stress tensor and is the result

of the non-linear advective term in equation 2.1. Through this term the details

of the turbulence make their imprint upon the mean velocity pro�le Ui. Due to

the averaging of the Navier-Stokes equations we have lost information about the

ow details and e�ect of the turbulent structure is distilled into the Reynolds

stresses. Since the Reynolds stresses are unknown, the number of equations are

insu�cient to solve the problem. This is called the closure problem and implies

that we need transport equations for Reynolds stresses which are presented by:

@uiuj

@t
+ Ul

@uiuj

@xl
= �uiul @Uj

@xl
� ujul @Ui

@xl
+
p

�

�
@ui

@xj
+
@uj

@xi

�

�2� @ui
@xl

@uj

@xl
� @

@xl

�
uiujul +

p

�
(ui�jl + uj�il)� �

@

@xl
uiuj

�
; (2.5)
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where the left-hand-side of equation 2.5 denotes the rate of change in a position

which follows the mean velocity �eld. The �rst two terms in the right-hand-side

of equation 2.5 show the production of Reynolds stresses. The third and fourth

terms in the right-hand-side of this equation are the pressure-strain and viscous

dissipation rate, respectively. The last term is a di�usion term and contains

both turbulent and molecular terms. By this equation the closure problem is

transferred to other moments of the uctuating quantities.

2. Aspects of boundary layer ow

If U and V denote the streamwise and cross-streamwise mean velocity compo-

nents, respectively, a simpli�ed form of continuity and Navier-Stokes equations

which represent the two-dimensional laminar boundary layer become

@U

@x
+
@V

@y
= 0; (2.6)

U
@U

@x
+ V

@U

@y
= Ue

dUe

dx
+ �

@2U

@y2
; (2.7)

where Ue denotes the local streamwise mean velocity of the external ow which

is assumed to be constant at any streamwise position. The boundary conditions

are U = V = 0 for y = 0, and U = Ue for y �! 1. The displacement and the

momentum loss thickness are de�ned as,

�� =

Z
1

0

�
1� U

Ue

�
dy ;

� =

Z
1

0

U

Ue

�
1� U

Ue

�
dy;

respectively. The boundary layer shape factor is de�ned as

H =
��

�
:

The local skin friction coe�cient is given by:

1

2
cf =

d�

dx
+
dUe

dx

1

Ue
(�� + 2�): (2.8)

2.1. The self-similar, laminar boundary layer. For the ow through a

two-dimensional contraction with the primed coordinate shown in �gure 2.1, Ue
is given by

Ue(x
0) = � q

x0�
; (2.9)
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Figure 2.1. Flow in a converging channel.

x0
�

Ue(x
0)

y0

where q is half the ow rate per unit width in the channel and � is the half angle

of the contraction. The coordinate system origin is according to Fig. 2.1 at the

apex of the continuation of the contraction.

In the self-similar solution presented next, no additional boundary condition

may be speci�ed. For the external ow velocity in (2.9), a self-similar boundary

layer solution of (2.6), (2.7) is available from the Falkner-Skan family of equations

for which the streamfunction is of the form

 (x0; y0) =
p
��x0Uef(�); (2.10)

and in our case

� =
y0p
Kx02

; (2.11)

where K is the acceleration parameter de�ned above and in our case is constant

equal to � tan�
Ueh

= ��
q
. The velocity components are thus given by

u = Uef
0 ; v = �

p
KUe�f

0; (2.12)

and an equation for f is obtained by inserting (2.12) into (2.7) which yields

f 000 � f 02 + 1 = 0; (2.13)

the boundary conditions are f 0 = 0 at � = 0, and f 0 = 1 and f 00 = 0 at � �!1.

f 0 =
u

Ue
= 3 tanh2

�
�p
2
+ c

�
� 2:0; (2.14)

where c = tanh�1
q

2

3
= 1:146. This is one of the few cases where the boundary

layer can be solved analytically.
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Non-dimensional properties such as shape factor, H, and local skin friction,

cf , for a self-similar boundary layer are constant. The Reynolds number is de�ned

as Re = Ueh=�, where h is half the channel height. The acceleration parame-

ter de�ned as K = �
U2

e

dUe
dx

for the two-dimensional contraction depends on the

contraction half angle, �, and the ow Reynolds number Re as:

K =
tan�

Re
: (2.15)

3. Aspects of wake ow

Considering the wake and the coordinate system shown in Fig. 2.2, if all vis-

cous and normal turbulent stresses in the averaged Navier-Stokes equations are

neglected, the two-dimensional turbulent wake equations read

@U

@x
+
@V

@y
= 0; (2.16)

U
@U

@x
+ V

@U

@y
= Ue

dUe

dx
+
@(�uv)
@y

; (2.17)

where in equation 2.17, it is assumed that the changes of the static pressure

inside the wake is equal to that of the external ow which is valid for shallow

wakes. Assuming a shallow wake, of which the maximum value of the velocity

defect is much smaller than the local external velocity Ue�U � Ue, and inserting

equation 2.16 into equation 2.17 one obtains

Ue
@(Ue � U )

@x
� U 0ey

@(Ue � U )

@y
+ U 0e(Ue � U ) =

@uv

@y
: (2.18)

Townsend (1956) introduced the following self-similar coordinates

Ue(x) � U (x; y) = Us(x)f(�); (2.19)

uv(x; y) = �U2

s g(�); (2.20)

� =
y

l(x)
; (2.21)

where Us is the maximum value of the velocity defect and l is the cross-stream

scale which is de�ned as the distance between the centreline and the position at

which Ue � U is 1

2
Us, shown in Fig. 2.2. Inserting equations 2.19 and 2.20 in

equation 2.18 gives

�
1

Us

d(Uel)

dx

�
�f 0 �

�
l

U2
s

d(UeUs)

dx

�
f = g0; (2.22)
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where primes on f and g denote di�erentiation with respect to �. The self-

similarity requires that the coe�cients of �f 0 and f to be independent of x. This

leads to the fact that the following quantity for the velocity pro�les of a self-

similar shallow wake should be independent of x (Narasimha & Prabhu (1971))

M = U2

e (x)Us(x)l(x): (2.23)

The constancy ofM implies that the coe�cients of (2.22) become equal. Narasimha

& Prabhu (1971) used the following expressions

uv = �T
@(Ue � U )

@y
; (2.24)

�T = k0Usl; (2.25)

in which k0 is a universal constant and equal to

k0 =

n
1

Us

d(Uel)

dx

o
2 ln2

=

n
� l

U2
s

d(UeUs)

dx

o
2 ln2

(2.26)

After solving equation 2.22 one can obtain

f(�) = exp(��2 ln 2): (2.27)

For two-dimensional wakes the production of Reynolds stress components in (2.5)

are simpli�ed to:

P11 = �2u2@U
@x

� 2uv
@U

@y
; (2.28)

P22 = 2v2
@U

@x
� 2uv

@V

@x
; (2.29)

P12 = �v2 @U
@y

� u2
@V

@x
: (2.30)

For the case of two-dimensional contractions the energy production terms of

di�erent components become:

P11 = �2u2 @U
@x

; (2.31)

P22 = 2v2
@U

@x
; (2.32)

P33 = 0; (2.33)

and the production term for the turbulent kinetic energy reads
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Figure 2.2. Plane wake inside a contraction.

Ue
-

l6
?

U
-
Us
-

x
� -

Pk = (v2 � u2)@U
@x

: (2.34)

4. Aspects of passive scalar transport

The governing equations for a passive scalar are similar to those of the velocity

�eld of incompressible ow. If �0 is the instantaneous passive scalar the conser-

vation equation of a passive scalar reads

@�0

@t
+ U 0l

@�0

@xl
= �

@2�0

@xl@xl
; (2.35)

where � is the molecular di�usivity. As is obvious this equation has no pressure

term and thus, the pressure �eld and the scalar �eld are not directly related.

In analogy with the Reynolds decomposition of the velocity �eld the instan-

taneous scalar �eld may be divided into a mean part and a uctuating part,

�0 = � + �. The transport equation of the mean scalar is obtained by inserting

this decomposition into equation 2.35 and taking the ensemble average, which

gives

@�

@t
+ Ul

@�

@xl
=
@
�
� @�
@xl

� ul�
�

@xl
: (2.36)
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The scalar ux term, ul�, or Reynolds-ux term in analogy with the Reynolds

stress, is due to the non-linear advection term in equation 2.35 and leaves equation

2.36 unclosed. The transport equation for the scalar ux is given by

@ui�

@t
+ Ul

@ui�

@xl
= �uiul @�

@xl
� ul� @Ui

@xl
+
p

�

@�

@xi
� (�+ �)

@�

@xl

@ui

@xl

� @

@xl

�
uiuj� +

p

�
��il � �

@�

@xl
ui � ��

@ui

@xl

�
; (2.37)

which is in analogy to the transport equations for Reynolds stresses. The �rst

two terms on the right hand side of these equations are production terms and

the third term denotes a pressure scalar-gradient correlation term. The fourth

and �fth terms denote the viscous and di�usive dissipation and turbulent and

molecular di�usion, respectively.

In a turbulent plane wake when the Reynolds number is su�ciently large, the

di�usive transport of a passive scalar is negligible and the stationary transport

equation becomes

U
@�

@x
+ V

@�

@y
= �@v�

@y
� @u�

@x
: (2.38)

In analogy with the production terms of turbulent components the produc-

tion term of the transport of the scalar ux is de�ned as

Pui� = �uiul @�
@xl

� ul�
@Ui

@xl
; (2.39)

and the production term of half the scalar variance, a quantity corresponding to

the turbulent kinetic energy reads

P� = �ui� @�
@xi

; (2.40)

which is proportional to the mean scalar gradient.



CHAPTER 3

Computations

1. Mixing analysis

The mixing in the liquid jet of a strati�ed headbox was studied numerically. In

this study the ow a few centimeters upstream of the contraction outlet and the

liquid jet were modelled and the vanes were assumed to be �xed. The contraction

angle and the vane geometry as well as the ow speci�cations were varied and the

mixing process for di�erent cases were compared. In order to study the mixing

process, a passive scalar component was `dyed' into the middle uid layer and its

transport was studied. Here, the mean passive scalar mass fraction is denoted

by �. Although �bre suspension ow shows highly non-Newtonian properties,

the uids properties were, for simplicity, chosen as water at room conditions. In

order to quantify the mixed region, the defect passive scalar ux density in the

dyed uid layer, (1 � �(x; y))u(x; y), is integrated across the middle layer and

distributed over a rectangle with the area 1 � �(x)�u(x). The quantity �(x) is a

measure of the mixed region at any x-position and shows the development of the

mixed region along the jet. It is thus de�ned as

�(x) =
1

�u(x)

Z h(x)

0

(1� �(x; y))u(x; y)dy (3.1)

where h(x) is half the middle uid layer thickness de�ned as

Qm =

Z h(x)

0

u(x; y)dy: (3.2)

Here Qm is half the volume ow per unit width of the jet in the middle layer.

Further, a dimensionless �(x) is de�ned as

��(x) =
�(x)

h(x)
(3.3)

which measures the mixed region of the middle layer to its thickness. The K � "
model was used and since this model has poor performance in computing largely

contracted ows (Parsheh et al. (2000)), a minor part of the contraction with a

maximum contraction ratio of 3 was modelled.

One of the main issues studied in this work was the e�ect of vane length,

and thus di�erent pressure gradient variations, on the mixing. It was shown that

11
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Figure 3.1. The development of � vs. dimensionless position

in the liquid jet. (- - -) RVL = -100 mmK � � model, (|) RVL

= -50 mm K � � model, (- � -) RVL = -100 mm DRST model

and (� � � ) RVL = -50 mm DRST model.

�

X

when the vane length is shorter than the contraction length it can lead to a less

mixed state of the e�ux from the free jet than that obtained with a vane of

equal or greater length than the contraction. However, with a too short vane

the longer time that di�erent layers were in contact resulted in higher mixing.

Thus, there is a possibility to �nd an optimum vane length for which the purity

of the layers in the e�ux of the jet are highest at some desired point downstream

of the contraction. Since a model of a shorter vane than those reported in this

work needs modelling of a longer part of the contraction, the potentially poor

performance of the turbulence models for large contraction ratios can give results

that are misleading. Therefore, in the following part results from two di�erent

turbulence models are studied and their e�ects on mixing compared.

1.1. E�ect of di�erent turbulence models on mixing analysis. The

typical result of this study is shown in Fig. 3.1. In this analysis a complete con-

traction, with contraction ratio 13.8, was modelled and two di�erent vane lengths

were studied. The quantity RVL denotes the distance between the plate trailing

edge and the contraction outlet. As this �gure shows the mixing of the cases in

which the K � � model were used are much larger than that of the Di�erential
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Reynolds stress cases. However, when a comparison between di�erent geometries

is considered both turbulence models predict the same tendency that the con�g-

uration with the shorter vane gives higher mixing in this case. One should note

that unlike these computations, the cases presented in paper I covered only a

minor part at the end of the contraction and, thus, the e�ect of exaggeration of

the kinetic energy by the K � � model was limited. It is interesting to note that

in both con�gurations the mixing due to both turbulence models at contraction

outlet are almost equal and the layer mixing becomes signi�cant in the jet where

the pressure gradient is zero.

This simple study shows that, when a comparison between di�erent con�g-

urations is considered, the choice of turbulence model may have no major e�ect

on the mixing analysis. In order to be precise and avoid any uncertainty, the tur-

bulent ow along the contraction centreline was measured and the performance

of di�erent turbulence models were studied. This study seemed to be inevitable

since ow through the contracting zone of headboxes had been modelled widely

but no investigation on the performance of di�erent turbulence models for this

ow was performed. Since the lowest mixing was obtained for vanes shorter than

the contraction length, some parts of this thesis are focused on wakes developing

in contractions and the mixing processes in these wakes. Since the ow condition

in the boundary layer at vane trailing edge has a signi�cant e�ect on the wake

characteristics, this boundary layer is studied experimentally.

From computations in this study it was also observed that due to the con-

traction of the free jet, the mean velocities of the outer jet layers di�ered from the

middle layer. In order to obtain equal velocities in the jet layers, the middle layer

should have slightly higher inlet velocity than the outer layers. This was named

as the `concept of modi�ed ow rates'. The vanes shape and position along the

contraction as well as the layers outlet velocities from the contraction depend

on the inlet ow rates and the vane bending sti�ness. Thus, a complete study

of the mixing in the liquid jet, for a speci�c contraction, would include �nding

the vane bending sti�ness and inlet ow rates which force the elastic vane to a

position which lead to lowest mixing. Because of the nature of this task, which

requires a `trial and error' procedure, and therefore needs plenty of attempts, we

need a program which can determine the vane position along the contraction at

shortest possible time. Therefore, a quasi-one-dimensional model was developed

and some important cases studied. The next section is assigned to review this

study.

2. Flow around elastic guiding vanes

The position and form of the elastic vanes inside the converging zone of headboxes

are a priori unknown. A quasi-one-dimensional method was implemented to

determine them as functions of geometry and ow parameters. The vanes are

pinned at one end and free to move at the other end. Thus, if there is no ow

in the headbox they lie on the bottom of the contraction and when there is ow
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Figure 3.2. Sketch of headbox geometry with elastic vane. Due

to symmetry only the upper half part of the headbox is shown;

Plane of symmetry (- � -).
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they will be forced into speci�c shapes along the headbox. The vane length can

be equal to the contraction length or it can be arbitrarily longer or shorter. A

headbox may have several vanes. A simple sketch of an elastic vane inside a

contraction is shown in Fig. 3.2. In this �gure it is assumed that the headbox

has two vanes whose �xed points are symmetrical with respect to the contraction

centreline. The vane weight has been ignored in this study due to the negligible

e�ect compared to the hydrodynamic forces. Because of the two-dimensional

geometry and ow, we ignore the e�ect of the side walls and the vane can be

considered as a narrow `beam'. Let y� = h�(x�) be the equation of the contraction

where h�(x�) can be an arbitrary function. We introduce y� = w�(x�) as the

equation of the vane position in the contraction. The quantity w�0 denotes the

�xed position of the vane at x� = 0. Now, the equation of the vane position reads

E�I�
d4w�

dx�4
= �p�(x�;w�(x�)); (3.4)

where �p� denotes the di�erence of the static pressure on the upper and lower

side of the vane. The product E�I� is the bending sti�ness of the vane where

E� is the vane's module of elasticity and I� the principle moment of inertia of

the cross-sectioned area of the vane with respect to an axis perpendicular to the

xy-plane. The boundary conditions for equation 3.4 become

x� = 0 : w� = w�
0

; E�I�
d2w�

dx�2
= 0; (3.5)

x� = l� : E�I�
d2w�

dx�2
= 0 ; E�I�

d3w�

dx�3
= 0: (3.6)

Using the �nite di�erence method this equation was solved and di�erent

ow cases and vane characteristics were studied. Figure 3.3 shows one sample

of the results. This simple quasi-one-dimensional model showed that when the

contraction body was linear at equal inlet velocities to di�erent layers, the shape

and position of the elastic vane do not depend on the vane bending sti�ness. The

vane remains straight and outlet velocities become equal. In the case of unequal
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Figure 3.3. The vane position along the contraction u�1 = u�2
= 1.3 m/s for vanes: E�I� = 0 Nm2 (- � -); E�I� = 3600 Nm2

(- - -) ; E�I� = 4:86� 104 Nm2 (� � � ); headbox body (|). The

outlet velocities for vanes become u�e1 = u�e2 = 18.2 m/s.
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inlet velocities the vane shape, position and outlet velocities depend on the vane

bending sti�ness.

In the case of non-linear contraction body it was observed that even at equal

inlet velocities, unlike the case of a linear body, the shape of the vane becomes

curved. The outlet ow velocities become unequal unless the vane sti�ness is

negligible. Figure 3.4 shows an example of computations when the contraction

body is a second degree polynomial function.

The results of this model were compared to the results of a commercial

Navier-Stokes solver and it was observed that they agree well.
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CHAPTER 4

Experiments

In this thesis three di�erent series of experiments are reported which were per-

formed in order to study the ow inside a two-dimensional contraction, in which

the ow is only contracted in one direction. In the �rst experiment series the tur-

bulent ow along the centreline of a two dimensional contraction was measured

and the e�ect of the inlet turbulent scale and contraction ratio were investi-

gated. In the second experiment, the development of a boundary layer on a plate

mounted along the centreline of the same contraction was measured while the

wake behind the plate was studied in the third experiment.

1. Experimental set-up

The experiments were performed in a small open wind tunnel at KTH, in Stock-

holm. The test section presented in Fig. 4.1 was a two-dimensional contraction

with adjustable half angle. The typical variation of mean streamwise rate of

strain is presented in Fig. 4.2. In the boundary layer and wake measurements

a plate as shown in Fig. 4.3 was mounted at the centreline of the test section.

The free-stream turbulence was generated by means of grids installed upstream

of the converging channel. The grids were of the form of bi-plane square-mesh

36

1430
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430

400

Figure 4.1. Outline of the test section used in di�erent exper-

iment series, dimensions in mm.
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��	
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Figure 4.2. The typical downstream variation of mean stream-

wise rate of strain along the contraction.

arrays of square bars. The mesh size and bar diameter of the �rst (smaller) grid,

which hereafter is called grid gs, were 23 and 4 mm respectively, giving a solidity

of 0.32 (the solidity is de�ned as the grid geometric blockage area over the total

area). The dimensions of the second (larger) grid, which is called grid gl, were 34

mm and 6 mm respectively which gave the same solidity as grid gs. The ow ve-

locity was measured with a constant-temperature hot-wire anemometer (CTA).

The wires were calibrated with a Prandtl tube in the constant height channel

downstream of the contraction. For each wire a calibration function of the form

U = k1(E
2 � E2

0)
1=n + k2(E � E0)

1=2; (4.1)

was used, where E and E0 are the anemometer output voltages at the velocities

U and zero respectively, and k1, k2 and n are constants to be determined by

�tting the calibration data.

2. Flow at the centreline of contractions

The study of the behaviour of the turbulent ow in contractions is of great inter-

est in many engineering applications. However, most of the attention has been

focused in the past on the study of the ow in axisymmetrical contractions, which

for instance are used in wind tunnels design, and many numerical and experimen-

tal analyses have been accomplished on this speci�c type of geometry. Neverthe-

less, plane contractions are present in many industrial devices. For instance, the

hydraulic headbox used in paper manufacturing machines is characterised by the

presence of a two-dimensional contracting part, which is mounted at the end of
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a step di�usor. In this contraction the ow is contracted only in one direction

and hereafter we call this a two-dimensional contraction. Since long time, paper

manufacturers have been interested in determining the turbulence characteristics

of the ow through this contraction. For instance, the mechanical properties of

the paper may considerably depend on the turbulence characteristics of the ow

through the headbox. In this context, the use of commercial numerical codes

for the simulation of the ow inside the contraction may represent a valid tool

for the design process of the device, especially if the considerably reduced costs

of these numerical analyses are taken into account. However, the performance

of the di�erent turbulence models, currently available, for the ow through this

geometry has not been veri�ed.

The study of contraction's inuence on turbulence characteristics begins with

the work of Prandtl. He investigated the change of the intensity of the turbu-

lent vortices in an axisymmetrical contraction according to Kelvin's circulation

theorem. He simpli�ed the transverse and streamwise components of turbulent

vortices by small rectangular loops. According to Prandtl when the incompress-

ible uid ows quasi-one-dimensionally through an axisymmetrical contraction

with x-direction as the streamwise direction in which the uid element is extended
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and y- and z-directions as the transverse direction, the side lengths (�x;�y;�z)

of the rectangular vary as:

�x � C; (4.2)

and

�y;�z � C�
1

2 ; (4.3)

where C denotes the local contraction ratio de�ned by the ratio of the local

velocity U and U0, the velocity at the contraction inlet, i.e.

C =
U

U0

: (4.4)

If a uid element moves with velocity ~u = (U +u; v; w), where u, v and w denote

the uctuating velocity components in x-, y- and z-direction, respectively, the

conservation of circulation applied to these loops leads to the fact that the uc-

tuating velocity components will change according to the following expressions

u � C�1; (4.5)

and

v; w � C
1

2 : (4.6)

These are known as Prandtl's formulaes for axisymmetrical contractions and

imply that the streamwise component of turbulence decays on passing through a

contraction, whereas the transverse components grow equally.

A similar reasoning applied to the two-dimensional contraction shown in Fig.

4.1 with the coordinate system shown in this �gure will lead to

�x � C ; �y � C�1 ; �z � 1: (4.7)

Furthermore, if u, v and w are the uctuating velocity components in x-, y- and

z-direction, denoted hereafter the streamwise, vertical and horizontal components

of velocity, respectively, these components become

u � C�1 ; v � C ; w � 1; (4.8)

and we denote these expressions as the results of `classical theory'. Taylor (1935)

developed the Prandtl's formulaes. He took into account the mutual interac-

tion of continuum vortices and introduced his model of turbulence which was a

three dimensional array of cubical vortices. By using the Cauchy's equations and

also considering the assumption of conservation of circulation, he determined the

inuence of contraction, mean rate of strain, on the ow. Batchelor & Proud-

man (1954) and independently Ribner & Tucker (1952) used the same approach.

They developed Taylor's simple model by a Fourier integral which represented
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the random turbulent �eld. Thus, they separated the random turbulent ow into

a wide range of sinusoidal waves. However, in this model the uid viscosity and

the interaction between di�erent eddies are ignored and therefore is a simpli�ed

model of real turbulent ow. These simpli�cations would lead to no signi�cant

error if the distortion is very rapid and therefore this model was called the `Rapid

Distortion Theory' (RDT). According to this theory, for large C the asymptotic

e�ect on turbulence is the same as the e�ect of a large symmetrical contraction.

This means

p
v2;
p
w2 � C

1

2 ; (4.9)

which can be compared to the Prandtl formulaes for axisymmetrical contractions,

expression 4.6. The explanation is that the vorticity ultimately is everywhere

parallel to the line of greatest extension and the v- and w-component are pro-

duced by the same vortices, Batchelor & Proudman (1954). Noting that U � C

the development of turbulent intensities in the vertical and horizontal directions

according to RDT becomes:

s
v2

U2
;

s
w2

U2
� C�0:5; (4.10)

2.1. Experimental study of ow through contractions. Uberoi (1954)

was the �rst who studied experimentally the validity of the Prandtl formulaes

for ow through axisymmetrical contractions. He showed that expressions 4.5

and 4.6 can hold only for C < 4 and for higher contraction ratios the stream-

wise turbulent component starts to increase, which is in disagreement with the

Prandtl's formulaes. Hussain & Ramjee (1976) investigated four di�erent ax-

isymmetric contraction shapes with the same contraction ratio and showed that

all the contractions a�ected the core ow similarly. However, the mean and

turbulence characteristics of the boundary layer at contraction outlet, and the

upstream inuence of the contraction and the departure from isotropy within

the contraction varied signi�cantly with the contraction shape. Tsuge (1984)

showed analytically that within an axisymmetric contraction only small eddies

decay through the contraction in agreement with the classical theory, while large

eddies are ampli�ed with an increase in the mean velocity. This e�ect becomes

appreciable for a contraction ratio greater than four. For two-dimensional con-

tractions, Ramjee et al. (1972) observed a decrease of the turbulent components,

however, since the maximum contraction ratio of the channel was only two, this

study could not show the development of turbulence at high contraction ratios.

In order to study the e�ect of two-dimensional contractions on the turbulent

ow, the velocity along the contraction centreline of the contraction shown in Fig.

4.1 was measured. The walls of this contraction were adjustable and therefore,
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the e�ect of di�erent contraction angles could be investigated. In order to study

the e�ect of inlet turbulent scale two di�erent grids with di�erent mesh sizes were

employed. To achieve isotropic turbulence the grids were mounted slightly less

than 20 mesh-widths upstream of the contraction inlet. This distance was about

430 mm and 640 mm for grid gs and grid gl, respectively.

Figure 4.4a shows the downstream development of the normal components of

the Reynolds stress tensor normalised by their inlet values. In these �gures, the

measured data are compared to the Prandtl formulaes and to the results of the

Rapid Distortion Theory (RDT). The measured values of v2 and w2 are charac-

terised by the presence of a minimum at about C = 1:6. In this region, because

of the nearly isotropic condition at the contraction inlet, the production of the

turbulent kinetic energy is almost zero. However, proceeding downstream the

streamwise turbulent component continues to decrease reaching the minimum at

about C = 4. While the ow develops downstream, due to the dissipation of

kinetic energy, the small scale uctuations tend to be damped while the large

scale uctuations remain unchanged. Close to C=1.6, the rate of the decay and

the production of the turbulence comes into a balance. However, further down-

stream, because of the unequal decay of turbulence in the vertical and streamwise

directions together with the increase of the mean rate of strain, the production of

the kinetic energy increases. Moreover, the production of energy in the vertical

direction increases and through the pressure �eld the energy may be transferred

to the other components. This may explain the slight increase of the streamwise
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turbulent component. As far as the RDT theory is concerned it can be seen that

the turbulent components distributions do not have any minimum. This is prob-

ably related to the ignorance of the dissipation of energy by this theory. Besides,

the streamwise turbulent component by RDT does not rise towards the contrac-

tion outlet. This may be related to the linearisation of the equations, which can

not correctly predict the distribution of the energy between the di�erent compo-

nents. It is interesting to compare the development of the u-component to that

of the classical theory, equation 4.8, which shows that the classical theory also

does not correctly predict this phenomenon.

The magnitude of the turbulent components in the vertical and horizontal

directions deviated slightly due to bi-plane grids. According to Fig. 4.4b this

deviation increases downstream of the contraction inlet, however these compo-

nents become almost equal at high contraction ratios. This phenomenon is also

predicted by the rapid distortion theory (see Fig. 4.4a), Batchelor & Proudman

(1956). According to their study, when the mean rate of strain in one direction

is much higher than in the other directions, the asymptotic e�ect on isotropic

turbulence is the same as the e�ect of a large symmetrical contraction. In fact,

when the extension in the streamwise direction is much larger than in the other

directions, the vortex lines, which are responsible for the velocity uctuation

in the vertical and horizontal directions, tend to lie nearly parallel to the x-

axis. The Batchelor hypothesis can imply that the vertical and the horizontal

Reynolds stress components in two-dimensional contractions at high contraction

ratios show the same behaviour as the Reynolds stress in the transverse direc-

tion of an axisymmetrical contraction. In Fig. 4.5a the measured vertical mean

velocity, V , at three di�erent streamwise positions, is compared to that of the po-

tential ow. Good agreement between these data implies that the turbulence has

a negligible e�ect on the mean ow distribution and we can conclude that U has

a uniform distribution in the vertical direction, at least after a few decimeters

downstream of the contraction inlet. Figure 4.5b shows the streamwise devel-

opment of the measured v2 normalised by the mean streamwise velocity at the

contraction inlet. These data are compared with the development of the intensity

of the grid turbulence v-component using an empirical relationships, proposed by

Roach (1988), for grid turbulence in a straight channel. This �gure shows clearly

that in the beginning of the contraction the development of the ow inside the

contraction resembles that of the grid turbulence in a straight channel. This

means that in this �rst region the turbulence behaves like a natural continuation

of the development of the grid turbulence and does not feel yet the e�ect of the

contraction. Further downstream, the measured turbulent v-component begins

to rise because of the increase of the turbulence kinetic energy production in

this direction and thus its magnitude deviates considerably from the curve cor-

responding to the homogeneous channel ow. Figure 4.6 shows the development

of the vertical turbulent intensity along the contraction centreline for di�erent

grids. Because of the di�erent turbulent intensities at the contraction inlet these
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curves are normalised by their initial values. Immediately downstream of the

contraction inlet, in a log-log graph, these curves have di�erent slopes which can

be related to di�erent scale of turbulence at contraction inlet. However, further

downstream they become almost linear and nearly parallel. The case in which

the grid gs was used, had a lower inlet integral scale than the case with grid gl. In

the former case, the relevant energy spectrum contains more energy in the high

frequency region. This implies that the turbulence in this case contains more

energy in the small scale eddies leading to an enhanced rate of energy dissipa-

tion. It should be noted that because of contracting the ow in the y-direction

the scale of the eddies in this direction decreases, which can lead to higher rate

of dissipation of energy. Power-law functions (CS) were least-square �tted to the

part of these curves which are linear in a log-log graph as shown in Fig. 4.6. By

comparing the obtained values of S to the exponent of equation 4.10, it was ob-

served that the turbulent intensity in the horizontal direction agrees better to the

RDT than that of the vertical direction. This behaviour may be related to the

dissipation rate, which is higher in the vertical direction because of the contrac-

tion of ow in this direction. The value of jSj corresponding to the v-component

of the case with grid gs was larger than the case with grid gl while the horizontal

components were almost equal. This can indicate that the di�erence in the inlet

scale may have a stronger e�ect in the direction of the deformation. The value of

jSj in the case with lowest contracting angle was largest which can be due to the

enhancement of the rate of dissipation because of slow acceleration. It is obvious

that this case can show the highest deviation from the RDT.

3. Relaminarisation of a turbulent boundary layer

The investigation of relaminarisation of turbulent boundary layers backs to 40

years ago when Sergienko & Gretsov (1959) observed that in compressible ow

when a turbulent boundary layer became subjected to a favourable pressure gra-

dient it reversed towards a laminar state. In an experimental work, Launder

(1964) observed that the shape factor of a boundary layer subjected to accel-

eration increased suddenly and the local skin friction coe�cient (cf ) decreased.

Badrinarayanan & Ramjee (1969) studied a relaminarised boundary layer and

concluded that the relaminarisation in a two-dimensional turbulent boundary

layer occurs in three stages: (1) at K about 3:0�10�6 the turbulent bursts close

to the wall disappear; (2) the breakdown of the law of the wall; and the mini-

mum of the shape factor also seems to occur in this region; (3) about a Reynolds

number, R�, equal to 300, based on the momentum loss thickness, the turbulent

intensity begins to decay. However, Patel & Head (1969) showed that the shear

stress distribution in the wall region rather than the Reynolds number is the

most important factor for the occurrence of the boundary layer relaminarisation.

The viscous sink ow, ow in a two-dimensional contraction in which the

ow is contracted only in the one direction, is of particular interest. Its laminar
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case is one of the rare cases when the analytical solution of Navier-Stokes equa-

tion exists (Schlichting 1979). At high Reynolds numbers the ow consists of a

potential core region and boundary layers along the walls. Pohlhausen (1925)

solved the boundary layer equations analytically and showed that all solutions

were self-similar. In the turbulent sink ow boundary layer the statistical quanti-

ties are also self-similar (Coles 1957; Bradshaw 1967). This means that the local

skin friction coe�cient, cf , the acceleration coe�cient, K, the shape factor, and

Reynolds numbers R� and R� are independent of the position. Loyd et al. (1970)

studied the development of a boundary layer in a two-dimensional contraction

(a sink ow) but they did not obtain fully self-similar boundary layer. Jones

& Launder (1972) studied three di�erent turbulent ows in a two-dimensional

contraction and observed that when the acceleration becomes su�ciently strong,

the boundary layer relaminarises. Direct numerical simulation of the ow inside

a contraction was carried out by Spalart (1986). He found that at su�ciently

low Reynolds number the logarithmic layer decreases in thickness, but he could

observe streaks in the wall-layer region even at the lowest values of R� for which

turbulence can be sustained. Moreover, he found that the relaminarisation of the

boundary layer occurs at K = 3:0� 10�6.
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Figure 4.8. The downstream development of a) the displace-

ment thickness; b) the momentum loss thickness according to:

the measured pro�les using grid I (�|�); the �nite di�erence

computation (- - -); the analytical self-similar laminar boundary

layer (|).

3.1. The boundary layermeasurement. The hot wire anemometer tech-

nique was used to measure the streamwise velocity inside the boundary layer at

di�erent downstream positions and some samples of the mean velocity and rms-

pro�les are presented in Figs. 4.7a-b, respectively. The mean velocity pro�les in

Fig. 4.7a show that in the presence of a favourable pressure gradients the velocity

defect in the outer region decreases. The �rst pro�le was measured at the con-

traction inlet and it was observed that this pro�le was fully turbulent. According

to this �gure, the boundary layer thickness decreases downstream and the thick-

ness of the last measured pro�le became about 2 mm, which was 1/20 of that

of the initial pro�le, which suggests that it may have become laminar. Because

of this very thin boundary layer no attempts were made to measure the other

uctuating quantities such as uv and vrms. Thus, the turbulence measurements

were restricted to the root mean square of the streamwise uctuations. The urms

pro�les, which are non-dimensionalised with the the local displacement thickness,
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Figure 4.9. The downstream development of the shape fac-

tor according to: measurement (�|�); laminar �nite-di�erence

computation (- - -); analytical self-similar boundary layer (|).

are shown in Fig. 4.7b. Actually, the y-position of the point of maximum urms

moves towards the wall when the ow develops downstream. However, as Fig.

4.7b shows clearly, it moves away from the wall in this non-dimensional coordi-

nate. Thus, this can be another indication that the boundary layer goes towards

a laminar state (see Westin et al. 1996).

The streamwise development of displacement thickness, ��, and the momen-

tum loss thickness, �, are shown in Figs. 4.8a-b, respectively. In these Figs. ��

and � from the measured mean velocity pro�les are compared to both the lami-

nar analytical self-similar solution and the laminar boundary layer computed by

a �nite-di�erence program. In the computed boundary layer the geometry was

according to the set-up geometry shown in Fig. 4.3. Moreover, the measured

velocity pro�le at the contraction inlet was chosen as the initial velocity pro-

�le for the �nite-di�erence computation. This means that the initial pro�le of

the computation has the same thickness as the measured pro�le but without its

uctuations. As is shown in Figs. 4.8a-b the displacement and momentum loss

thicknesses, �� and �, of the computed boundary layer are very close to �� and

� obtained from the measurements except in the transition region. These �gures

imply that all boundary layers of viscous sink ow, independent of the initial

condition at inlet, develop towards the laminar self-similar state.

Finally, The downstream development of the boundary layer shape factor is

shown in Fig. 4.9. In this �gure the obtained shape factor from the measurements

is compared to that of the laminar analytical self-similar and computed boundary

layers. As it is clear from this �gure the di�erences between the shape factors
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analytical laminar self-similar pro�le, (�) relaminarised pro�les

at 1178 mm, (�) at 1298 mm downstream of the contraction

inlet.

obtained by di�erent methods decreases downstream. This can also be another

indication that the sink ow boundary layers with di�erent backgrounds and

initial pro�les develop towards a universal condition. It is interesting to note

the di�erences between the computed and the measured boundary layers. The

sharp increase of H in the very beginning of the computed boundary layer has

no physical interpretation but may be due to the fact that the wall-normalmean

velocity, V , of the initial boundary layer pro�le has been partly guessed. However,

after this short region the increase in H becomes more realistic. Before the

downstream position x = 800 mm the shape factor from the measurement is

almost constant whereas the shape factor obtained by computation has increased

continuously. The absence of uctuations and turbulence in the computations

can be behind this increase. The turbulence in the boundary layer forces the

ow to mix and therefore the momentum loss thickness decreases less than that

of the computation without the turbulence. Subsequently in this region the

rate of decrease in �� and � are equal and the shape factor remains unchanged.

Furthermore, the almost constant shape factor in this region suggests that the

turbulent boundary layer in the converging channel can be self-similar because

non-dimensional quantities of self-similar boundary layers are constant.

In Fig. 4.10 two relaminarised and the analytical laminar self-similar pro�les

are plotted in self-similar coordinates. The self-similar coordinates are de�ned

according to
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� = y

s
Ue

��(x� x0) ;
u

Ue
; (4.11)

where x0 is the distance between the contraction inlet and a virtual point where

two sides of the plane contraction meet if we let the contraction continue. In

our experiment set-up, x0 was 1543 mm. It seems that this virtual point is very

important for the ow inside a converging channel and the distance to this point

decides the character of the boundary layer pro�les. As is obvious the measured

and the analytical pro�les agree well which implies the relaminarised boundary

layer pro�les are self-similar. Furthermore, when these pro�les were plotted in

the wall coordinates a good agreement was observed, too. In the sink ow studies

which listed by Sreenivasan (1982), only Jones & Launder (1972) reported a self-

similar laminar boundary layer. In agreement with direct numerical simulation of

the ow inside a convergent channel by Spalart (1986) even in the relaminarised

boundary layer the uctuations were still present. A further study by Fornaciari

et al. (2000) showed that in the relaminarised boundary layer streamwise streaks

exist.

The good agreement between the mean quantities of the relaminarised bound-

ary layer and the analytical self-similar boundary layer simpli�es the estimation

of the characteristics of the contraction walls boundary layer. In the next section

the analytical self-similar boundary layer is used to estimate the displacement

thickness of the wake, immediately downstream of the plate trailing edge.

4. Plane wakes subjected to favourable pressure gradient

As was discussed in chapter 3, a numerical study by Parsheh & Dahlkild (1997)

showed that in the jet of a multi-layer headbox mixing can be limited if the

plate length is chosen shorter than the contraction length. They also concluded

that it is likely that a plate length exist at which the mixing is minimised. It

is important to note that since the pressure gradient is variable, di�erent plate

lengths leads to di�erent pressure gradient histories. Thus, the at plate wakes

are formed and developed subjected to a di�erent variable favourable pressure

gradient histories. This ow becomes even more complicated in combination

with a channel ow following the contraction outlet. If the wake velocity defect

has not fully decayed when it leaves the contraction and enter the channel with

constant cross section, the turbulence level may rise signi�cantly. It is desirable

to study this kind of wake and determine, for example, its self-similarity, mean

and turbulence characteristics and e�ect of plate length.

4.1. Measurement of wakes in a two-dimensional contraction. Fig.

4.3 shows one of the experiment cases studied in this work. The cases stud-

ied in this thesis di�ered to each other in at least one of the following aspects:

the plate length (di�erent pressure gradient histories), grid (di�erent turbulence

characteristics in the contraction inlet), Reynolds number, form of trailing edge
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and the contraction ratio. In some of the experiment cases, in addition to the

velocity measurement by CTA, the uid layer above the plate was heated and

the temperature pro�les across the wake were measured by CCA technique. The

temperature is considered as a passive scalar and its transport to the other layer

is thus a measure of the mixing. The free-stream turbulence was generated by

means of grids installed upstream of the converging channel. Each grid was

mounted 430 mm upstream of the contraction inlet. In the temperature mea-

surement a pair of heat element packages were mounted on the upstream side

of grid gl at upper and lower sides of the plate. The unheated element was

mounted to produce symmetric ow condition. Four di�erent trailing edges were

employed in this study where two of them were wedge-formed and the other two

were square-formed.

4.2. Self-similarity of wakes subjected to pressure gradient. Townsend

(1956) studied analytically and experimentally plane wakes and found that the

self-similar solutions can exist for arbitrary pressure gradients if the wake veloc-

ity defect is su�ciently small. Reynolds (1962) and Ke�er (1965) have shown,

however, that further conditions must be satis�ed. They concluded that the pro-

duction of turbulent kinetic energy due to the applied rate of strain should be

su�ciently small in order to obtain a self-similar wake. Narasimha & Prabhu

(1971) studied plane turbulent wakes undergoing transition from an initial equi-

librium state to a di�erent condition, as a result of a nearly impulsive pressure

gradient. They showed that the wake did not exhibit self-similarity when the

pressure gradient was large. They concluded that a wake can be in equilibrium

condition only if the streamwise strain rate is appreciably less than the wake

shear. Kawall & Ke�er (1982) in an experimental work studied the development

of a passively heated cylinder-generated wake which became subjected to a con-

stant rate of strain. They found that, although the scales based on mean pro�les

showed self-similarity, the scales based on root-mean-square pro�les did not be-

come self-similar. They concluded that the distorted wake does not undergo a

truly self-preserving development and believed that this lack of self-preservation

is the result of ampli�cation, by the distortion �eld, of coherent structures within

the ow.

Figures 4.11a-b show two samples of the mean velocity pro�les in self-similar

coordinates. In these Figs. Ue, U (x; y) and Us denote the local mean external

ow velocity, local mean velocity inside the wake and the wake maximumvelocity

defect, respectively. The wake length scale, which is denoted by l, is de�ned as

the distance between the centreline and the position at which Ue � U is 1

2
Us.

These pro�les are compared to the function f = exp(��2 ln 2) which is the an-

alytical solution of turbulent self-similar wakes subjected to pressure gradient

(Narasimha & Prabhu (1971)) and the function sech2(0:881�) suggested by Mat-

tingly & Criminale (1972). The velocity defect pro�les of the case shown in Fig.

4.11b, except the pro�le measured one plate thickness downstream of the trailing

edge, follow towards the self-similar pro�le, however, all the pro�les presented in
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Figure 4.11. Velocity defect distribution in self-similar coor-

dinates, Ue�U
Us

, versus � = y=l compared to the analytical wake

function, exp(��2 ln 2) (|) and the function sech2(0:881�), (-

- -) in a case with (a) wedge-formed (b) square-formed trailing

edge. Legend shows distance to the trailing edge in mm; in these

cases the distance between the trailing edge and the contraction

outlet is 230 mm.
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Fig. 4.11a, almost agree with the self-similar pro�le. In the former case the trail-

ing edge was square-formed while in the latter case it was wedge-formed. In gen-

eral, better agreement was observed with the function sech2(0:881�). Narasimha

& Prabhu (1971) de�ned equilibrium wakes as self-similar wakes with universal

velocity and length scales. They also concluded that a shallow wake can be in

equilibrium condition only if the streamwise strain rate is appreciably less than

the wake shear. After using Us and l as velocity and length scales, respectively, it

was observed that none of the cases studied in this work was in equilibrium con-

dition. However, when the Reynolds shear stress pro�les were normalised with

their local maximum values, uv=uvmax, and were plotted versus �� = y=l� (x),

these pro�les showed almost a universal shape with exception of the pro�les very

close to the trailing edge. The length scale l� is de�ned as

l� =
1

juvmaxj
Z
1

0

juvjdy: (4.12)

Furthermore, the Reynolds stress component in the vertical direction of case

with square-formed trailing edge, when was normalised by its maximum value

and l� was used as the wake length scale, became almost self-similar, except

for the pro�le close to the trailing edge. Thus, we can conclude that the wakes

developed in a two-dimensional contraction may follow towards a self-similar
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state but universal length and velocity scales do not exist by which all of their

properties become self-similar.

4.3. Wake characteristics. Elliott & Townsend (1982) measured the char-

acteristics of the turbulent motion in a cylinder wake when the ow passed

through a three-dimensional distorting section of a wind tunnel. They concluded

that substantial changes in intensity of turbulent stresses, entrainment rates,

dissipation rates and turbulence length-scales occur due to the three-dimensional

distortion. Liu et al. (1999) studied wake subjected to four di�erent pressure

gradients. They produced wakes with nearly the same initial conditions and

subjected them to di�erent pressure gradients: zero, constant moderate adverse,

constant moderate favourable and constant severe favourable pressure gradients.

They found that the pressure gradient has a large inuence on the wake develop-

ment in the terms of mean wake structure and turbulence quantities despite the

relatively modest gradients applied. They showed that the wake width increased

when the wake was subjected to the adverse pressure gradient. The larger the ap-

plied favourable pressure gradient the thinner the wake became. The intensities

of di�erent components of the turbulence of the wake subjected to the adverse

pressure gradient and the severe favourable pressure gradient were largest and

smallest respectively.

Figure 4.12 shows the downstream development of the ratio of maximum

velocity defect, Us, and the local external ow velocity, Ue. In this �gure, Us
related to the analytical study of inviscid ow without presence of turbulence

for two plate lengths are also shown. To derive the inviscid velocity defect, it

was assumed that the pressure gradient inside the wake is equal to the pressure
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gradient at the outer ow. As Fig. 4.12 shows, at equal distance to the plate

trailing edge, the relative U inv
s related to the longer plate has decayed more than

the shorter case.

Owing to the recirculation of ow downstream of square-formed trailing

edges, in this region the magnitude of Us=Ue related to the wakes of these edges

is larger than unity (not shown in the graph). Thus, this ratio for the case with

square-formed trailing edge, in the region close to the edge, should be larger than

that of the case with the same plate length and wedge-formed trailing edge. How-

ever, according to Fig. 4.12, further downstream the velocity defect of the former

case has decayed more than the other case. In the case with square-formed trail-

ing edge, the ow separation behind the trailing edge and thus a large production

of turbulent energy can be behind this more rapid decay of the velocity defect.

Furthermore, according to Fig. 4.12, the magnitude of Us=Ue of the case with

wedge-formed trailing edge and plate length 1300 mm is slightly larger than that

of the case with the same edge and 1200 mm plate length. However, as is shown

in Fig. 4.12, further downstream, Us=Ue related to the longer plate has become

smaller than the other plate. Su�ciently far downstream, where a large part of

the velocity defect has vanished, this ratio is nearly equal in these cases. At equal

distances to the plate trailing edge, the pressure gradient in the case with longer

plate is larger than the other case, which can lead to a faster decay of velocity

defect. This is in agreement with the results of Liu et al. (1999). However, when

a large portion of the velocity defect is vanished the velocity defect decays in a

much slower rate.

The e�ect of the type of the trailing edge on the wake development is shown in

Fig. 4.13a. In the experiment cases presented in this �gure, the plates had equal

length and the same grid was used upstream of the contraction inlet. According

to this �gure Us of the case with square-formed trailing edge decays much faster

than that of a case with wedge-formed trailing edge and at the position 30 mm

downstream of the trailing edge this di�erence is signi�cant. However, further

downstream, at 151 mm downstream of the trailing edge, the di�erence in Us
is negligible. As discussed earlier the high rate of decay of Us in the case with

square-formed trailing edge can be related to the turbulence level inside the wake.

The wake characteristics such as displacement thickness (�1) and the mo-

mentum loss thickness (�2) and shape factor (H) are de�ned as

�1 =

Z
1

�1

�
1� U

Ue

�
dy; (4.13)

�2 =

Z
1

�1

U

Ue

�
1� U

Ue

�
dy; (4.14)

H =
�1

�2
: (4.15)
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Figure 4.13. (a) The streamwise mean velocity pro�le nor-

malised by the external ow mean velocity at of two cases with

equal plate length, (�) wedge-formed trailing edge, (�) square-
formed trailing edge. (b) The shape factor of the wake for the

same experiment series versus the dimensionless distance to the
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Figure 4.13b shows the downstream development of the shape factor. The

quantity �10 is the displacement thickness at plate trailing edge. According to

this �gure, the shape factor decreases downstream and ultimately reaches unity

su�ciently far downstream of the trailing edge. This essentially follows from

(4.13), (4.14) and (4.15) considering the limit of a small velocity defect. The

downstream reduction of the shape factor can be observed to be dependent on

the trailing edge type.

In Fig. 4.14 the downstream development of the maximum value of
p
v2 in

di�erent cases is shown. The vertical line in this �gure shows the position of

the contraction outlet and x denotes the distance to the contraction inlet. As

this �gure shows, in the experiment cases which the distance between the plate

trailing edge and the contraction outlet is short, max(
p
v2) increases sharply.

This can be due to the fact that in these cases the velocity defect is not fully

vanished when the ow leaves the contraction, and thus the wake has to develop

without presence of favourable pressure gradient.

4.4. The analysis of mixing in the wake. Andreopoulos & Bradshaw

(1980) studied the wake of a thin non-lifting airfoil. They heated one of the

boundary layers and by using the temperature-conditioned sampling techniques

they traced the uid from each boundary layer within the wake. They found that

the wake interaction involves signi�cant �ne-scale mixing. They also showed that
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the wake has a three-layer structure with a �ne-scale inner wake of mixed uid

separating two layers.

Figure 4.15a shows the measured mean temperature pro�les of di�erent ex-

periment cases 61 mmdownstream of the contraction outlet, i.e inside the straight

channel. The legend Xc1200gl corresponds to the case in which the trailing edge

was square-formed. As the �gure shows clearly, the uid layers are almost com-

pletely mixed in this case. According to the pro�les presented in Fig. 4.15a,

in this position, cases in which the di�erence between the trailing edge and the

contraction outlet was shortest, o�er the lowest mixing. This was not unexpected

since in these cases the warm and cold layers were in contact along a very short

distance compared to the other cases. In addition, immediately downstream of

the trailing edge the wake of these cases were thinnest since the boundary layer

thickness decreases downstream as a result of the relaminarisation, (see Parsheh

et al. (1999)). However, the passive scalar pro�les at 110 mm downstream of

the contraction outlet shows that the wake of long plates, particularly Xd1420gl,

su�ered from largest mixing, see Fig. 4.15b. This is attributed to the large mag-

nitude of the v-component of turbulence in this case. In accordance with these

results, one can conclude that the case at highest and lowest mixing depends on

which position is considered, since it was shown that the case with lowest mixing

at one position can o�er highest mixing further downstream. In particular, it was

shown that a case with short distance between the trailing edge and the contrac-

tion outlet the v-component of turbulence became large and therefore the wake

su�ered from signi�cant mixing. When the distance between the plate trailing
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Figure 4.15. (a) The temperature pro�les at position 60 mm

downstream of the contraction outlet for di�erent measurement

cases. (b) The temperature pro�les at position 110 mm down-

stream of the contraction outlet for di�erent measurement cases.

edge and the contraction outlet is too long it is expected that the mixing can

increase since the uid layers are in contact a longer distance. Based on these

results, depending on, at which position the lowest mixing is desirable, it is likely

that an optimum plate length can be found which causes lowest mixing. The

transport of passive scalar depends strongly on v� which in turn depends on the

turbulent v-component. Thus, in order to limit the mixing of uid layers, pro-

duction of v-component should be prevented. In the cases with long plates, the

velocity defect has not fully decayed when the ow leaves the contraction. As a

result, the wake would develop under zero pressure gradient and consequently ac-

cording to the earlier discussion the turbulence intensities will rise. The excessive

production of v-component leads to a signi�cant mixing which is not desirable.



CHAPTER 5

Concluding remarks

The computational investigation of layer mixing showed that vanes shorter than

the contraction may cause lower layer mixing. Besides, an optimum plate length

can exist which minimise the mixing. However, a precise computational attempt

to �nd this vane length needs reliable turbulence models which can accurately

model turbulent ow in contractions.

The measured turbulent ow at contraction centreline showed that the K��
model has a very poor performance for ows with high mean rate of strain. Even,

results of Reynolds stress models such as DRST and ARST showed that the tur-

bulent component in the horizontal direction can not be correctly predicted. This

can be related to the structure of turbulent ow in contractions, which can not be

predicted by models based on Reynolds averaging. Besides, the results of DRST

and ARST are highly dependent on the chosen rate of strain at the contraction

inlet. Moreover, no model based on Reynolds averaging has successfully predicted

relaminarisation of turbulent boundary layers. This is in addition to the di�-

culty in predicting the transition to the turbulence in laminar wakes originated

from the relaminarised boundary layer. Thus, it is obvious that the models based

on the Reynolds averaging are not appropriate tools for computing this kind of

ow and therefore, the next step can be to use a Large Eddy Simulation (LES)

model. It is important to note that the actual media in a headbox ow is the

non-Newtonian �bre suspension which needs special modelling. Thus, a complete

study of layer mixing must also contain a modelling of �bre suspension ow.

Finally, the measurement of turbulent ow along the contraction centre-

line showed that since the turbulent intensities decay downstream, the e�ect of

background disturbances can become more signi�cant. Thus, an accurate study

requires a wind tunnel with low background disturbances. The study of the

uctuations energy spectrum was shown to be a good tool to distinguish the

background disturbances from uctuations which are the results of ow in the

contraction.

Division of work between authors

Parsheh (MP) developed the computational models and performed the compu-

tations which are presented in all papers. Dahlkild (AD) contributed by useful
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suggestions and many new ideas about the modelling and performing the com-

putations and also comments on results. (MP) designed, and took part in con-

struction of the experimental set-up and performed all the measurements. (AD)

contributed to the evaluation of the measured data used in paper III and IV.

Alfredsson (HF) contributed to the experiments by taking part in designing the

measurement procedure used in all papers and commenting the results and sug-

gesting new ideas in paper III. Talamelli (AT) took part in both the measurement

and evaluation of data presented in paper IV.
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